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Abstract

Purpose – One major problem preventing further application and benefits from additive manufacturing (AM) nowadays is that AM build parts always end up with poor geometrical quality. To help improving geometrical quality for AM, this study aims to propose geometrical deviation identification and prediction method for AM, which could be used for identifying the factors, forms and values of geometrical deviation of AM parts.

Design/methodology/approach – This paper applied the skin model-based modal decomposition approach to describe the geometrical deviations of AM and decompose them into different defect modes. On that basis, the approach to propose and extend defect modes was developed. Identification and prediction of the geometrical deviations were then carried out with this method. Finally, a case study with cylinders manufactured by fused deposition modeling was introduced. Two coordinate measuring machine (CMM) machines with different measure methods were used to verify the effectiveness of the methods and modes proposed.

Findings – The case study results with two different CMM machines are very close, which shows that the method and modes proposed by this paper are very effective. Also, the results indicate that the main geometrical defects are caused by the shrinkage and machine inaccuracy-induced errors which have not been studied enough.

Originality/value – This work could be used for identifying and predicting the forms and values of AM geometrical deviation, which could help realize the improvement of AM part geometrical quality in design phase more purposefully.

Keywords Additive manufacturing, Geometrical defect modeling, Geometrical deviation prediction

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) has already been studied and developed for almost 30 years and there is now a great amount of AM processes. The ability of manufacturing parts directly from computer aided design (CAD) models by commonly one single build step makes AM processes able to manufacture geometrically complex parts and this also makes AM more effective for single parts and small batches (Vayre et al., 2012; Gibson et al., 2010a). These advantages of AM pushed the global AM market grow 25.9 per cent to $5.165bn in 2015 (Wohlers, 2016), and AM processes have been applied in many different fields, such as automobile, aerospace, medical, academic and military (Guo and Leu, 2013).

Despite that AM has already been developed and applied extensively in many fields recent years, there are still some challenges for wider applications of AM processes, especially for building end-use parts (Gao et al., 2015). The varieties in manufacturing techniques, materials and process parameters, as well as build environment, lead to the poor repeatability and predictability with the same digital input (3D model) (Gibson et al., 2010b). Poor geometrical accuracy is also a major problem for AM considering that some factors would lead to geometrical defects of AM parts. Different factors such as “stair-stepping” effect (Boschetto et al., 2013), process variables and material properties (Gowda et al., 2014), support structure (Neri Volpato et al., 2014) as well as the surface approximation errors caused by CAD tessellation and slicing (Agrawal et al., 2014) would all influence the geometrical accuracy.

Plenty of research works have been carried out to study the dimensional and geometrical accuracy for AM build parts (Lieneke et al., 2015; Shahrain et al., 2016; Lienke et al., 2016; Yang and Anam, 2014; Moylan et al., 2014). Most researchers
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developed various test artifacts to evaluate the AM part geometrical quality based on traditional geometrical dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) characteristics (Yang and Anam, 2014).

Figure 1 (Lieneke et al., 2015) compares the geometrical quality that AM processes and different traditional manufacturing processes could meet. As shown in the table, the accuracy of AM processes is still limited, contrasting with traditional manufacturing processes. Developing methods for analyzing and estimating the geometrical deviations of additive manufactured parts is a possible way to improve geometrical quality for AM. This paper aims to introduce the AM geometrical deviation identification and prediction method considering form defects. Geometrical deviation could be considered as the superposition of defects caused by different defect factors. Based on this, the method would analyze the factors that cause the geometrical deviations of AM parts and build defect modes for analyzing and estimating them considering the characteristics of AM process.

However, this study focuses not only on the estimation of AM parts geometrical quality considering traditional GD&T characteristics but also on the identification of geometrical defect modes for realizing the geometrical quality optimization specifically in future work. Thus, a method to propose geometrical defect modes is necessary. In which, AM processes are first classified according to the build method, factors that would cause deviations should then be analyzed to help identify the deviation shapes. Geometrical defect modes caused by the process-oriented factors should be built to identify the form of the deviations. Geometrical deviation identification and prediction could then be carried out by fitting the prediction shape, generated by adding the defect modes to the nominal surface, with real shapes through iterative least square method.

This research proposes a geometrical defect mode build method to identify geometrical defect modes for AM considering characteristics of AM processes. Based on the modes proposed, method to identify and predict the AM manufactured part geometrical deviations is introduced. This paper mainly focuses on presenting the methodology to identify and predict the geometrical deviations of AM process manufactured parts. This method could be used to define and confirm the defect modes and modal representation, which were applied by Dantan et al. (2017) as the support of their modal representations. Their work validated the application of this study by using the case study resulting from this research and proposed a geometrical simulation tool to study the impacts of these deviations on the geometrical behavior of the AM products.

Being aware that material extrusion is the most popular AM process worldwide ever since early 2000s (Wohlers, 2016), this study takes fused deposition modeling (FDM) as an example to apply this method. Considering that cylinders are widely used in the products such as in the form of axis and applied in “pin-hole” relationship to assemble different parts together, this paper would focus on the geometrical deviation of cylinder surface to illustrate the application of the methods.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Related researches about analyzing and estimating AM geometrical quality and works on deviation modeling are introduced in Section 2. The methodology of geometrical deviation identification and prediction method for AM is described in Section 3. Cylinder surface geometrical defect modes and the verification of proposed modes are detailed in Section 4. The results after implementing the proposed method and models with real parts are shown and analyzed in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion of this study is presented in Section 6.

2. Literature review

Geometrical deviations of AM are caused by different process factors. Geometrical quality analysis and estimation of AM, as well as the geometrical defect mode build method, are the bases to realize the identification and prediction of the geometrical deviation. There are already plenty of works proposed to study the geometrical quality of AM manufactured products and the geometrical deviation modeling.

2.1 Additive manufacturing geometrical quality analysis and estimation

Several AM geometrical quality analysis research works mainly focus on identifying process parameters that would significantly affect the geometrical quality, trying to estimate and improve the AM part quality with the process parameters proposed. Mahmood et al. (Shahrain et al., 2016) proposed a hybrid experimental/theoretical approach to study the geometrical accuracy variation caused by process parameter change of FDM process built parts. This study shows that the top five common parameters component size, extruder temperature, print orientation and layer thickness would significantly affect the dimensional accuracy of printed parts.

Sahu et al. (2013) applied Taguchi method to study the influence of main process parameters of FDM such as layer thickness, orientation, raster angle, raster width and air gap on part dimensional accuracy. Prediction model based on fuzzy logic and Mamdani method was developed for improving dimensional accuracy. This method would need expert knowledge and experience to build massive rules for using fuzzy inference system, which might limit the application of this method.
Campanelli et al. (2007) presented a statistical analysis of the stereolithographic process trying to find out the combination of process parameters for the best dimensional accuracy of the manufactured parts. Taguchi methodology was used for optimization procedure to get the specific values of process parameters which would help increasing the dimensional accuracy. And the results showed the availability to search for the best process parameters combination.

While these works could not identify the deviation forms, as well as the relationships between process characteristic and deviation shapes which are necessary for accurate analysis and estimation, other research works emphasized the form of geometrical deviation and proposed methods to analyze and estimate specific defects caused by particular AM process factors.

Xu et al. (2013) investigated shape deviation of parts built by Mask Image Projection Stereolithography (MIP-SLA), a variant of stereolithography. They considered over or under exposure, light blurring and phase-change-induced expansion or shrinkage as the main factors of shape deviation after studying the fabrication process. MIP-SLA-built cylinders and cubes were used for checking the deviation models, while this model-build method was not comprehensive enough to cover all defect forms with obvious effects.

Moroni et al. (2014) proposed a methodology to estimate dimensional and geometric deviation of AM part features by analyzing the STereoLithography (STL) input file. This work mainly considered the incorporating confounding errors caused by the “stair-step” effect and shrinkage of FDM process.

Except the deviations related to the AM process characteristic, AM machine errors would also directly affect the geometrical defect. Some works were carried out to specify the influence of AM machine inaccuracy (Tong et al., 2008; Song et al., 2014; Agrawal and Dhande, 2007, 2008). Tong et al. (2008) extended a slice file compensation method for STL file and SSL file to improve the accuracy of AM parts. In this work, the defects caused by AM machines are taken into consideration. All machine errors were mapped into a “virtual” parametric machine error model and a polynomial regression model. Two different AM machines, FDM 3000 machine and SLA 250 machine, were tested with the same input. This study shows that the machine control and movement resolution have a great impact on the part accuracy and even limit distinguishing the difference between STL file compensation and SSL file compensation.

Song et al. (2014) developed a systematic approach to model the dimensional errors for FDM. Two significant error sources that affect the shape of the product consecutively were identified after analyzing the mechanism of FDM machine: positioning error of the extruder and shape deformation caused by processing error. Kriging method was applied to predict the deviation of the extruder positioning error, whereas this method was based on the independent sparse points on the platform, and the defect shapes caused by machine errors could not be obtained directly.

Agrawal and Dhande (2007, 2008) introduced a unified stochastic approach to study the geometrical and mechanical error of AM process. The structure of AM machine was first studied to build the geometric model for the AM process description. Stochastic modeling of the process could be carried out using the central limit theorem. The closed-form expressions of the manufactured surface points traced by the laser beam or the tip of the nozzle head were then described with random variables involved in the process. This method could be used for specifying the distribution of AM process machine errors and can be extended for optimal allocation of tolerances and clearances.

These research works show that many efforts have been carried out to estimate and improve the geometrical deviations of end-used products built by AM processes. There are many approaches that could be applied to analyze and estimate geometrical deviations for AM. However, few identified the different defect forms caused by model errors, AM processing induced errors and machine errors globally. To help estimating geometrical deviations of AM parts more accurately and optimizing process parameters more purposively, defect forms caused by different factors need to be specified and modeled properly.

2.2 Geometrical deviation modeling
Geometrical deviation of part is identified by the displacement between real surface and nominal surface. Thus, a real surface can be modeled by an ideal substituted surface with geometrical deviation which could be divided by a set of form modes. The description of geometrical form defects has long been studied for specifying tolerance.

Continuous substituted surface models does not allow taking into account form defects when modeling geometrical defects (Homri et al., 2016). Ballu and Mathieu (1993) proposed the skin model concept, which is developed from the theoretical foundations of geometrical product specification. This concept uses discrete geometry representation schemes for the representation of part geometry considering all different kinds of geometric deviations (Schleich et al., 2016) and could be used to specify geometrical defects with numerous mathematical descriptions. Qiao et al. (2016) developed a deviation coordinate system to represent the non-ideal cylindrical surface by adding a deviation dimension in the curvilinear coordinates instead of applying the Cartesian coordinate system. This description method is convenient for specific geometries such as cylinder and sphere, whereas the application to extend this method for describing complex shapes would be difficult.

Beside the system and concept for modeling the form defects, studies on the decomposition of form defects have also been carried out. Morière et al. (2010) described form defects with 2 degree polynomials which are applied to shift the nodes of a STL model. Huang and Ceglarek (2002) developed discrete-cosine-transformation-based decomposition method to modeling the part form defect. The geometrical defect is decomposed into a series of independent error modes, which allow a statistical distribution of the coefficients for each mode. This method was applied by Lecompte et al. (2010) for predicting plane surface form defect as a sum of individual technological defects. These defect decomposition methods could not describe and reflect the shape of deviations directly, making them inappropriate to be applied in the study.

Samper and Formosa (2007) and Formosa and Samper (2007) proposed the discrete modal decomposition, based on natural mode shapes of a discretized feature; this study also applied the finite elements method to compute the shapes and obtain the modal coefficients of the defects. Homri et al. (2017)
developed metric modal decomposition (MMD) method to represent the defect shapes directly. Three types of modes are defined in the MMD method: rigid modes, modes of undulation and modes of section. This method has been applied to realize the simulation and optimization of a simplified over-constrained industrial mechanism assembly considering form defects.

These research works show that plenty of works have been carried out attempting to model and decompose the geometrical deviation of parts with different methods. Considering that the specification of defect shapes is necessary for accurately analyzing the defects caused by different factors, this study aims to adapt skin model concept proposed by Ballu and Mathieu (1993), as well as the MMD method proposed by Homri et al. (2017), which could help using abundant mathematical descriptions to build and reflect defect shapes directly.

3. Geometrical deviation identification and prediction method for additive manufacturing

This paper aims at proposing a method for building AM form defect modes considering different defect factors globally, as well as a geometrical deviation identification and prediction method to study the deviation caused by the defect modes. Geometrical deviation description method is presented in Section 3.1 which is the base to realize this study. The global method to identify and predict geometrical deviation with defect modes is introduced in Section 3.2. The details of applying the defect modes are introduced in Section 3.3.

3.1 Geometrical deviation description method

This study would discredit and represent geometrical shape with points on the surface. Specially, real surface of test parts is represented by the measurement result from coordinate measuring machines. Thus, the geometrical defects could be defined as the modal vector fields, which describe the displacement of the points mathematically with elementary defects modes. Take cylindrical surface as example: a substituted discrete surface is generated by the points on the nominal surface with different geometrical defect modes, as shown in Figure 2.

Mathematically:

\[
\text{OM}_{i}^{R} = \text{OM}_{i}^{N} + \sum_{k=0}^{n} (\lambda_{k,M_{i}} + \varepsilon_{k,M_{i}}) \cdot \text{U}_{k,M_{i}}
\]

Figure 2 Substituted surface description with geometrical deviation

Source: Dantan et al. (2017)

In which:
- \( O \) = original point of coordinate system;
- \( \text{OM}_{i}^{N} \) = coordinate of point \( i \) in the nominal surface;
- \( \text{OM}_{i}^{R} \) = coordinate of point \( i \) in the real surface;
- \( \lambda_{k,M_{i}} \) = geometrical deviation orientation by the \( k^{th} \) geometrical defect mode applied on the point \( i \) of nominal shape;
- \( \varepsilon_{k,M_{i}} \) = systematic component amplitude of the \( k^{th} \) defect mode applied on the point \( i \) of nominal shape; and
- \( \lambda_{k,M_{i}} \) = aleatory component amplitude of the \( k^{th} \) defect mode applied on the point \( i \) of nominal shape.

The geometrical deviation between substituted prediction surface and nominal surface is defined by the sum of deviations caused by all defect modes on each point. Based on this geometrical deviation description method, the geometrical deviation identification and prediction could be carried out.

3.2 Geometrical deviation identification and prediction

To help in quantitatively studying the impact of the process parameters on the geometrical deviation of the AM parts, this study proposes geometrical defect modes according to the defect shapes caused by different process factors. Geometrical deviation identification and prediction method for AM is proposed, as shown in Figure 3; details of each step are introduced as below:

3.2.1 Identify additive manufacturing process defect factors

The process of manufacturing an end-used part with AM is shown in Figure 4; each manufacturing step would have different influence on the geometrical deviation of final parts. Based on the literature review (Campanelli et al., 2007), the AM geometrical...
defect factors could be summarized as three parts: model error, AM processing induced errors and machine errors.

The model error is caused by the operations like CAD tessellation which would cause the surface approximation errors and lead to 3D file data deviation which are irrelevant with AM process type.

The AM processing induced errors are strongly related to the process manufacture method. Thus, studying AM processes based on the build method would help reducing repetitive work for further study considering different AM processes with same build method would have similar geometrical defect forms. According to American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM International) (ISO/ASTM52900-15, 2015), AM processes could be classified into seven types as the Table I shows by using the AM build technique as baseline.

The machine errors are mainly caused by the location and control problems, as well as the geometrical errors of machine, which are strongly related to the particular machine used. Conventional machine errors should be studied to propose proper defect forms. Also we should be aware of the specific error of a certain machine; method to identify ignored defect modes for completing the defect models is necessary which would be introduced in Step V.

3.2.2 Propose and verify geometrical defect modal representations

With the analysis above, major characteristics of geometrical defect forms could be summarized and proposed.

Take manufacturing cylinders with FDM as example, the model error is caused by the CAD tessellation, which uses polygons to approximate the cylinder sections.

Although machine errors are specific for particular machine, some common machine errors could be analyzed. For example, the serial FDM machine extruder movement involves two perpendicular directions, along x-axis and y-axis, respectively. The inaccurate control of movement would end up with the ellipse shape when the designed tool path is cycle. Specifically, geometry defects of machine itself would also increase the machine error.

While printing parts, the FDM uses material extrusion method, which uses build parts with heated molten materials deposited on a substrate. Based on the literature review (Xu et al., 2013), this processing method would mainly cause the “stair-stepping” effect and the part dimension change caused by the shrinkage while cooling down.

Based on the defect modes proposed, mathematical modal representation of the geometrical defect could be developed with the skin model concept. Before applying the defect modes on real parts, it is necessary to verify the accuracy of the defect mode representations. Details of the form defect modes, as well as the verification method, are introduced in Section 4.

3.2.3 Design, manufacture and measure test parts

To quantify and identify the geometrical defect modes properly, test parts should be designed to ensure both the conveniences of measurement and the conspicuousness of geometrical defect forms. Considering that cylinders could show defect shapes in different directions congruously, cylinders are applied to analyze this geometrical deviation identification and prediction method.

3.2.4 Apply defect modes onto the test parts to identify the modes

With the defect mode proposed, the prediction shape could be generated with all considered defect modes applied on the nominal shape, as shown in Figure 5.

Then the generated prediction shape would be fitted with the real surface to identify the geometrical deviations caused by different defect modes. Considering that iterative least square method could be used for providing the fitting shape solution with the least deviation from the target shape taking into account all the points at the same time successfully, this study would use this approach to verify and identify form defect modes proposed. Parameters, as well as the contribution of each mode, could be calculated properly for best fit. Details of this step are introduced in Section 3.3.

One should be aware that machine errors are strongly related to the particular machine used; specific machine errors might not be discovered first and cause notable residual value. After fitting the prediction shape and obtaining the distance between the prediction points and measured points, checking the existence of remarkable prediction error is necessary for completing the defect modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Build technique</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material extrusion</td>
<td>Continuous extrusion and deposition. Solidification by cooling</td>
<td>Fused deposition modeling (FDM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder bed fusion</td>
<td>Melting by beam</td>
<td>Selective laser melting (SLM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solidification by cooling</td>
<td>Selective laser sintering (SLS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vat photopolymerization</td>
<td>Photopolymerization by laser</td>
<td>Electron beam melting (EBM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material jetting</td>
<td>Deposition solidification by cooling or photopolymerization</td>
<td>Stereolithography (SLA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binder jetting</td>
<td>Drop-on-demand glue binds powder</td>
<td>Material jetting (MJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet lamination</td>
<td>Feeding and binding of sheets with adhesives</td>
<td>Binder jetting (BJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed energy deposition</td>
<td>Local powder injection and melted by laser</td>
<td>Ultrasonic additive manufacturing (UAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper lamination technology (PLT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct metal deposition (DMD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thus, if there is remarkable prediction error, the defect modes need to be extended and this method would start the loop and go to Step V to analyze the residual value. If there is no remarkable prediction error, the defect modes have already been proposed sufficiently, and this method would continue with Step VI.

3.2.5 Analyze the residual value and propose new defect modes
The existence of notable prediction error indicates the necessity to extend new modes. This step is then carried out to help identify the defect modes which are ignored. The residual values could be defined as the aleatory deviation plus the residual defect modes caused deviations. Mathematically:

\[ M_i^R = \text{Residual value on the point } i \text{ of nominal surface after applying the defect modes which is the distance between measured points and the prediction points;} \]

\[ u_{i,M}^R = \text{Residual geometrical defect caused deviation orientation by the } j^{th} \text{ residual geometrical defect mode applied on the point } i \text{ of nominal surface; and} \]

\[ \lambda_{k,M} = \text{Amplitude of the } j^{th} \text{ residual defect mode applied on the point } i \text{ of nominal shape.} \]

In which:

\[ M_i^R = e_{M_i} + \sum_{j=0}^{n} \lambda_{j,M_i} u_{i,M_i}^R \]

(2)

Based on the previous study (Tong et al., 2008), the main geometrical defects that need to be extended would be the machine errors caused defects, as well as the AM process-induced defects when the model error has been well applied. Compared with the irregular aleatory deviation appearance, defects caused by these factors should be periodic and remarkable considering the regularity and the repeatability of machine movement while processing. The frequency of large distance in residual value indicates the factors of new defect mode. Thus it is necessary to study the frequency of notable defects to help identify the new defect modes.

Considering that Fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm could be expediently applied to quantitatively analyze the frequency, this work would use it to study the notable frequency in the residual value.

To apply FFT algorithm, the angle angel between \( OM_i^R \) and \( x \)-axis is defined as \( \theta_{M_i} \), the residual value \( M_i^R \) is defined as energy on the angle \( \theta_{M_i} \) and the FFT algorithm is applied to study the frequency of high energy appearance. For example, Figure 6 is a result of residual value analysis with FFT algorithm, which shows high energy in the frequency of four times one cycle.

This FFT algorithm would be applied only when there is notable prediction error which indicates the necessity to build a new defect mode. With the frequency and shape of large deviations between real points and prediction points, new form defect models ignored previously could be highlighted. Machine knowledge and the specific AM machine processing movement, as well as the AM process characteristics, need to be studied for identifying proper defect factors. New defect modes could then be built on the basis of the residual analysis and the new found defect factors.

Take Figure 6 as example, the frequency indicates that the residual defect mode would cause large deviation four times as a cycle. After analyzing the machine movement, it is figured out that the untimely movement control, while the nozzle moves along \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes would cause the rounded rectangle mode, introduced in Section 4.1.5, was not identified and resulted in this residual value frequency.

After the new defect modes proposed, this method would go back to Step IV to verify all the modes, and this loop would end only when there is no notable prediction error after the identification in Step IV.

3.2.6 Analyze the prediction result
With sufficient defect modes, this method could realize prediction and identification of geometrical defects caused by different factors. Parameters, as well as the contribution of each defect mode applied on AM parts, could be obtained. It is possible to identify main defect factors and carry out geometrical quality improvement work more effectively in future work with the method. Relationship between process parameters and geometrical deviations could be built more appropriately based on the prediction and identification result.

3.3 Geometrical defect mode application method
The process to quantify the geometrical defect modes is shown in Figure 7, and steps to realize the identification and prediction are introduced as below:

3.3.1 Partition points
Real surfaces are represented by the point cloud measured by coordinate measuring machines. This study mainly focuses on the geometrical deviation of AM cylindrical surfaces; point cloud result from the measurement could not be directly used considering the existence of unnecessary points. Point partition operation needs to be carried out, as show in Figure 8. Plenty of open source tools are available for the point cloud partition operation, such as MeshLab, CloudCompare and Slic3r. New
point clouds with only cylindrical surface information would be generated as the input for next steps.

### 3.3.2 Fit coordinated system

Specially, this study would like to fit the cylinder axis onto the z-axis and each cylinder bottom onto the XY plane for calculation convenience. Least square method is applied to identify the coordinate of cylinder axis. The objective to minimize is the quadratic sum of the distance between the measured cylindrical points and the fitting cylinder. Mathematically, the fitting cylindrical surface axis could be described with the intersection point on XY plane $(x_0, y_0, 0)$ and a vector $(i, j, 1)$. Define the fitting cylinder radius as $r_0$, the formula to be minimized is then as below:

$$
\sum \left\{ \left( \frac{\left( X_{MC_i} - x_0 \right) \cdot i - \left( Y_{MC_i} - y_0 \right) \cdot j + \left( Z_{MC_i} - z_0 \right) \cdot 1}{i^2 + j^2 + 1} \right)^2 \right\}^2
$$

In which, $X_{MC_i}, Y_{MC_i}, Z_{MC_i}$ are the coordinate value of the cylindrical measured point $M_i$.

After obtaining the fitting cylinder axis coordinate value, rotation and movement are carried out to make the cylinder axis coincide with z-axis and the cylinder bottom in the XY plane, as shown in Figure 9.

The measured points after this operation could then be defined as:

### Figure 6 Fast Fourier transform analysis result example

![Fast Fourier transform analysis result example](image)

### Figure 7 Modes variation and identification process

![Modes variation and identification process](image)

### Figure 8 Points partition

![Points partition](image)

### Figure 9 Coordinated system fitting

![Coordinated system fitting](image)
In which: \( X_{MN}^i, Y_{MN}^i, Z_{MN}^i \) are the coordinate value of the fitted measured point \( M_{MN}^i \) in the fitting system, \((x_0,y_0,0)\) is the intersection point of the axis on XY plane and \((i,j,1)\) is the vector of the axis.

### 3.3.3 Map nominal shape

Because the modal representation method needs to add defects on nominal points, it is necessary to locate the corresponding nominal points of measured points. One possible way is to map the measured points onto the nominal cylinder directly. With this method, the direction of defect vectors should be uniformed with the direction between measured points and corresponding nominal points. Thus, the corresponding point \( M_{MN}^i \) in the nominal substituted surface of the point \( M_{MR}^i \) in the real surface could be defined as the point mapped onto the nominal cycle in the height of \( M_{MR}^i \), parallel to the XY plane, as shown in Figure 10.

Mathematically:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_{MR}^i \\
Y_{MR}^i \\
Z_{MR}^i \\
\end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix}
X_{MN}^i \\
Y_{MN}^i \\
Z_{MN}^i \\
\end{bmatrix}^T - \begin{bmatrix}
x_0 \\
y_0 \\
0 \\
\end{bmatrix} - \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
\min(X_{MN}^i) \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(4)

### 3.3.4 Apply defect modes

With the definition of real surface points and corresponding nominal substituted surface points, the prediction of geometrical deviation could be defined by the defects caused by all proposed geometrical defect modes applied on the discrete nominal surface:

\[
M_{MN}^i = \sum_{k=0}^{n} \lambda_{k,M_i} \cdot u_{k,M_i}
\]

(6)

In which:

\( M_{MN}^i \) = prediction of the geometrical deviation on the point \( i \) of nominal surface;

\( \lambda_{k,M_i} \) = amplitude of the \( k^{th} \) defect mode applied on the point \( i \) of nominal surface;

\( u_{k,M_i} \) = geometrical deviation orientation by the \( k^{th} \) geometrical defect mode applied on the point \( i \) of nominal surface.

### 3.3.5 Fit prediction shape and output key parameters

Based on the concept of substituted discrete surface, a discrete prediction surface could be defined as the nominal substituted surface with geometrical deviation caused by defect modes proposed, as shown in Figure 11.

Mathematically, point on the prediction surface is defined as:

\[
OM_0^i = OM_0^N + M_{MN}^i = OM_0^N + \sum_{k=0}^{n} \lambda_{k,M_i} \cdot u_{k,M_i}
\]

(7)

In which:

\( O \) = original point of coordinate system;

\( OM_0^i \) = coordinate of point \( i \) in the prediction surface;

\( OM_0^N \) = coordinate of point \( i \) in the nominal surface;

\( \lambda_{k,M_i} \) = geometrical deviation orientation by the \( k^{th} \) geometrical defect mode applied on the point \( i \) of nominal surface;

\( u_{k,M_i} \) = geometrical deviation orientation by the \( k^{th} \) geometrical defect mode applied on the point \( i \) of nominal surface;

\( \epsilon_{M_i} \) = residual value of point \( i \) after applying defect modes.

As introduced in Section 3.2, this study uses iterative least square method to fit the prediction points to the measured points, and the value to be minimized while applying the defect modes should be the quadratic sum of distance between the real surface points and the prediction points, which is:

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{N} \| M_{MN}^i \|_p^2
\]

(8)

Deviation caused by different defect modes, as well as the value of defect mode parameters, could be obtained successfully with this step.

This proposed method could be used to build geometrical defect modes considering different defect factors, and carry out the identification and prediction of AM part geometrical deviations. Proper geometrical defect modes are the basic to realize the prediction and identification of geometrical deviation caused by different factors.

---

**Figure 10** Nominal shape mapping

**Figure 11** Prediction surface generation
4. Form defect modes description and verification

To study the defects caused by different factors purposeful, form defect modes which would directly reflect the nature shape of defects caused by model error, AM process induced errors and machine errors should be built, respectively. Also, the feasibility as well as the accuracy of the proposed modes applied in the geometrical deviation identification and prediction method should be verified before applied with real AM parts.

4.1 Form defect modes description

As introduced in Section 3, this study locates corresponding nominal points by directly mapping the measured points on the nominal surface. Thus, the direction of the defect vectors should be defined uniformly with the direction between measured points and corresponding nominal points. One should be aware that this study would fit the cylinder axis to z-axis, and the defect orientation should also be uniform with the direction between nominal points and z-axis.

In the mathematic formulas introduced below, is the radius of nominal cylindrical surface, is the angel between OM and x-axis and and are the coordinate values of the nominal point .

The symbol per cent used in this paper is for modulo operation.

4.1.1 Meshing mode

This kind of geometrical defect is caused by the CAD system tessellation while transforming CAD models into STL files which is the format read by AM machines, as shown in Figure 12. Thus, the section of cylinders would turn into polygons. The key parameter for this defect mode is the number of polygon edges which is decided by the part dimension and the tessellation accuracy.

The geometrical defect of the meshing mode applied on nominal point could be mathematically described as:

\[ \lambda_{1,Mi} = \frac{R \cdot \sin \left( \frac{n_e \cdot \pi - 2\pi}{2n_e} \right) - R \cdot \cos \left( \theta_{MN} \% \left( \frac{2\pi}{n_e} \right) \right)}{\cos \left( \theta_{MN} \% \left( \frac{2\pi}{n_e} \right) \right)} \]

\[ u_{1,Mi} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{X_{MN}}{R} \\ \frac{Y_{MN}}{R} \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}^T \]

(9)

4.1.2 Layer mode

Manufacturing parts with AM processes “Stair-Stepping” effect caused by the “layer upon layer” build method is a defect that could not be ignored even with proper build direction, especially for material extrusion processes whose accuracy is strongly related to the material properties. The defect form of “Stair-Stepping” effect while manufacturing cylinders along z-axis with FDM is as shown in Figure 13. Considering that while extruded from nozzle, the heated material is not rigid, factors such as gravity would turn the material section into ellipse. Thus, the main parameters of this mode are the layer thickness and the XY plane paralleled semi-axis of material section.

Mathematically, the layer mode caused geometrical defect on the nominal point could be described as:

\[ \lambda_{2,Mi} = d \cdot \sqrt{1 - 4 \times \left( \frac{Z_{MN} \%l}{l} \right)^2} \]

\[ u_{2,Mi} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{X_{MN}}{R} \\ \frac{Y_{MN}}{R} \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}^T \]

(10)

4.1.3 Radius change mode

Considering that plenty of AM process would heat material before building and the solidification takes place by cooling down, defect caused by the shrinkage is a main geometrical defect factor for AM. The defect form of shrinkage should be dimensional change, whereas the material used for manufacturing AM part is uniform. Thus, the form of this shrinkage caused mode is radius change in this study, as shown in Figure 14, and the key parameter for this radius change mode is the new radius .

This radius change mode caused defect on the nominal point could be described as below:

\[ \lambda_{3,Mi} = R' - R \]

\[ u_{3,Mi} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{X_{MN}}{R'} \\ \frac{Y_{MN}}{R'} \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}^T \]

(11)

Figure 12 Meshing mode form

Figure 13 Layer mode form
4.1.4 Ellipse mode

Except the AM manufacture characteristics caused geometrical defect modes introduced above, deviations caused by machine errors could also not be ignored because the AM machine movement controls the geometrical shape of parts directly. For some AM machines with low accuracy, designed cylinder tool path would always result in ellipse section, as shown in Figure 15, because of the inconsistent travel along X and Y directions while manufacturing.

The main parameter is the ellipse semi-axis along y-axis Rs, whereas assuming the semi-axis along X axis is still R. Then the defect caused by ellipse mode on the nominal point Mn is introduced below:

\[
\lambda_{4,m_i} = R \cdot R_s \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{R_s^2 \cdot \cos^2 \theta_{M_i^N} + R^2 \cdot \sin^2 \theta_{M_i^N}}} - R
\]

\[
u_{5,m_i} = \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\frac{X_{M_i^N}}{R} \\
\frac{Y_{M_i^N}}{R} \\
0
\end{array} \right]
\]

(12)

4.1.5 Rounded rectangle mode

Except the ellipse mode, the rounded rectangle form defect mode as shown in Figure 16 also exists in some AM machines. This defect mode is due to the untimely movement control while the nozzle moves along x- and y-axes. The key parameter defined in this mode is the fillet radius of the rounded rectangle section Rr. Thus, the geometrical defect by rounded rectangle mode applied on the nominal point Mn could be proposed as below:

With \( \theta_{M_i^N} \% \frac{\pi}{2} \in \left[ 0, \arctan \frac{R-R_s}{R} \right] \cup \left[ \frac{\pi}{2} - \arctan \frac{R-R_s}{R} \right] \)

with \( \theta_{M_i^N} \% \frac{\pi}{2} \in \left( \arctan \frac{R-R_s}{R}, \frac{\pi}{2} - \arctan \frac{R-R_s}{R} \right) \)

\nu_{5,m_i}

(13)

4.1.6 Axis gap mode

Geometrical defects of AM machine itself also have notable influence on the AM parts. For example, for the orthogonal structure FDM machines, as shown in Figure 17, one major geometrical defect of the parts manufactured by this type of machines is the deviation caused by the gap in the moving axis screw.

While the nozzle moves to a certain position it would jump because of the gap, the part would then form with the axis gap mode, as shown in Figure 18.

The main parameters for this mode are the gap distance \( d_g \) and the gap angle \( \alpha \). Mathematically, the axis gap mode caused geometrical defect on the nominal point Mn could be described as below.

Figure 14 Radius change mode form

Figure 15 Ellipse mode form

Figure 16 Rounded rectangle mode form
These defect modes are proposed using the geometrical deviation identification and prediction method introduced in Section 3. Considering that AM processing is automatic, the only way to improve the geometrical quality of AM parts is to modify the process parameters and the CAD model in design phase. While some defect mode parameters could not straightly reflect the AM process parameters and input model parameters, the relationships between process parameters and the defect modes need to be studied to help directly improving the geometrical quality of AM parts in future work. Based on the AM process knowledge, the possible process parameters that would influence each defect mode could be concluded, as shown in Figure 19, we have already finished the design of experiments and now identifying the relationships between the process parameters and the defect modes.

4.2 Defect mode verification

To ensure the feasibility of the geometrical deviation prediction and identification method, the defect mode descriptions proposed need to be applied and verified before real case application. This verification first applies the geometrical defects on nominal shapes in CAD system and generates defected STL files as the “measured point clouds,” as shown in Figure 20.

Then Step IV “Apply the defect modes onto the test part to identify the modes” in Section 3 would be carried out to generate identified defect mode parameter values, as shown in Figure 21.

Values resulting from the “Apply the defect modes onto the test part to identify the modes” step would be compared with the defect mode values applied on the STL files to check the feasibility and the accuracy of the defect modes proposed. Table II shows the comparison of the designed defect parameter values and the identification result of each defect mode, which uses radius 40 mm and height 120 mm as nominal cylinder shape. The highly coincident results verify that these defect modes could be used to identify defect forms caused by different factors successfully.

5. Case study and result

A case study with real parts is necessary to evaluate and verify the geometrical deviation identification and prediction method for AM with the defect modes proposed. This study designed a test part composed by three cylinders with height 20 mm and radiuses from 10-30 mm, respectively, as Figure 22 shows to study the geometrical deviation with different design parameters.

The Makerbot Replicator 2X FDM printer, a serial machine, was applied to manufacture this model. The 1.75-mm diameter PLA filament was used for printing one part and ABS filament was used for printing two parts. Two coordinate measuring machine (CMM) machines with different measurement method were applied to better evaluate the method and modes introduced in this study: one optical coordinate measurement...
machine from GOM with accuracy less than 10 \( \mu \)m and one contact coordinate measurement machine Renishaw SP25 with accuracy less than 4 \( \mu \)m. For each cylinder, the measurement result from GOM machine has around 100,000 points, and the measurement result from Renishaw has around 5,000 points.

Geometrical deviation identification and prediction of the test parts are then carried out with the method and modes proposed, as well as the two measurement results. The distance (mm) between measured points and prediction points of the PLA part after applying the geometrical defect modes, as well as the deviation (mm) caused by each defect mode, is shown in Table III.

As the table shows, the differences in max distance between measured points and nominal cylinders are because CMM machine from Renishaw only measured several sections of test parts. This also causes the differences of max distance after applying the geometrical defect modes propose.

The distance between measured points and prediction points after applying the defect modes is averagely less than 0.02 mm. The calculation results of the deviation caused by each mode with two different CMM measurements are also very close, especially for the modes describing the geometrical deviation along XY plane. This result shows that this method and defects modes could provide a good prediction of cylindrical surface geometrical deviations and could be used for identifying the deviation caused by each mode properly.

The geometrical deviation identification and prediction result of the ABS test parts measured with GOM is shown in Table IV. It could be concluded from the tables that the test parts built by FDM have poor accuracy reaching IT 12 to IT 14, and the radius change because of the shrinkage has the largest effect on the geometrical deviation. Machine control and movement defects (ellipse mode and rounded rectangle mode), as well as machine geometrical deviation caused defect mode (gap mode), also have great influence on the part geometrical quality.

Also, the machine errors caused defect modes have the most aleatory influence on the geometrical quality, in which, the ellipse mode and the rounded rectangle mode caused deviation have the largest deviations between two parts. This shows that the control and movement accuracy of the printer need to be improved. These results could help to indicate the direction to improve the geometrical quality of AM manufactured parts more purposeful in future work.
6. Conclusion

This paper aims at analyzing the geometrical deviation of AM parts, trying to decompose the deviations based on the different defect modes appear in AM. A method to identify and predict geometrical deviations caused by different factors in AM is proposed to improve the geometrical quality of AM manufactured parts more purposefully.

This method could be used to build and extend defect modes for AM processes while identifying the geometrical defect modes caused deviations at the same time. The model error and AM processing induced errors, as well as the machine errors, have been globally taken into consideration in this work. Defect modes description based on the skin model-based modal representation has been verified to be effective with the defected STL files in this method. With the proposed modes, this method could then generate prediction shape and apply Iterative Least Square Method to identify the geometrical deviations caused by different defect modes.

In order to verify the feasibility of the method and modes proposed, case study were carried out with different radius cylinders built by FDM with two different materials. Two CMM machines with different measurement methods were used for evaluating the method and modes. The result shows that the method and modes proposed in this study could be used to identify and predict geometrical deviations caused by different defect modes successfully. The identification of geometrical deviations could also help indicate the important factors that should be optimized to improve the geometrical quality of AM.

The result of the cause study in this work has already been applied to build geometrical simulation tool for studying the impacts of the defect modes caused deviations on the geometrical behavior of the AM products. Also, this work would be applied as the base to realize the improvement of AM part geometrical quality in design phase. We have already finished the design of experiments, based on which, we are now carrying out the identification of the relationship between the defect modes parameters and process parameters, as well as input model parameters. In future work, this work would be applied to identify the deviation of AM parts with complex geometries, such as curvatures, sharpened edges and hollowed elements. Based on this work, prediction model could be proposed, and the AM part input model correction method could be carried out more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>Defect modes identification and verification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometrical defect modes</td>
<td>Meshing mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designed Value</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identified Value</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III</th>
<th>Prediction and defect modes caused deviations of PLA part with two measurements (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurements with different CMM machines</td>
<td>Radius 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOM</td>
<td>Renishaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between measured points and nominal cylinders</td>
<td>0.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max distance</td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average distance</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>IT13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT class</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between measured points and prediction points after applying the geometrical defect modes</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max distance</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average distance</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation caused by each geometrical defect mode</td>
<td>0.220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh mode</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer mode</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius mode</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellipse mode</td>
<td>0.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rounded rectangle mode</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap mode</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table IV  Prediction and defect modes caused deviations of two ABS parts (mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurements of different parts</th>
<th>Radius 10</th>
<th>Radius 20</th>
<th>Radius 30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max distance</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average distance</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT class</td>
<td>IT12</td>
<td>IT13</td>
<td>IT13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation caused by each geometrical defect mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh mode</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer mode</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius mode</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellipse mode</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rounded rectangle mode</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap mode</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

purposively to improve the geometrical quality of AM parts in further study.
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